
moje wybory a futurolodzy



Badacz zgodności z DNA

In the future, a genetic screen could be as common as a 
drug test. Employers will need technicians to collect and 
analyze DNA from potential hires as they attempt to 
screen out workers with a propensity for drug abuse or 
other conditions that could interfere with productivity. 



„Stróż kwarantanny„

Are you prepared for the flu of the future? If a deadly 
virus starts spreading rapidly, few countries, and few 
people, will be prepared. That'll be good for certain 
occupations. Nurses will be in short supply. And when 
people really start dying, and neighborhoods are shut 
down, someone will have to guard the gates.



Specjalista od zatopionych 
miast

Suppose climate change happens a lot more quickly 
than expected. "There will be a whole lot of jobs for 
people who deal with drowned cities," says Stewart 
Brand, a futurist and co-chairman of the Long Now 
Foundation. Belongings will need to be rescued, and 
houses must be moved to higher ground.



Mechanik robotów 
The robots currently available for sale in the U.S. 
mostly clean carpets, filter pools or mow lawns. 
Eventually, these machines will drop in price, and 
middle-class families worldwide will be able to buy 
robotic personal assistants--or companions. Sony 
already sells the Aibo, a robotic dog, for about $2,000. 
He doesn’t need a vet--but he might need the 
occasional tune-up.



Pilot sterowców  

Dirigibles will revolutionize life in the developing 
world, according to futurist Joel Barker, author of Five 
Regions of the Future. They're relatively cheap to 
operate, don't require expensive infrastructure like 
runways and can stop in midair to drop off passengers 
or deliver goods.



Strażnik praw zwierząt

Should Koko the gorilla have the same rights as a 3-
year-old child? Attorneys such as Steven Wise are 
pushing to classify some nonhuman animals as 
"persons" under the law. As our legal definitions 
change, we'll need specialized lawyers to represent 
animal interests.



Specjalista teleportacji 

Imagine walking to a teleport station at the end of the 
block, dematerializing and reappearing at work. Cars 
would be gone, auto mechanics would be gone, gas 
station attendants would be gone and a whole new 
economy could develop based on the teleporter. OK, this 
scenario is a little far-fetched: Cars probably won't 
disappear in 20 years. But hey, commuters can dream.



Twórca hologramów

Movies aren't a Saturday night staple anymore. A 
plethora of cheap entertainment options, including the 
Internet, DVDs and videogames, keep viewers in their 
living rooms. One solution: holography. Consumers 
won't be able to afford, operate or maintain the 
equipment at home, forcing them back into theaters for 
three-dimensional movies.



Kosmiczny przewodnik 

Don't expect giant zero-gravity resorts and orbiting 
conference centers. But it's likely we'll soon be taking 
trips to space for pleasure and bragging rights. Virgin 
Galactic, a unit of Virgin Group, is already planning just 
such a space program. The trips, which cost $200,000, 
will begin in 2008. 



Personel ds. wodoru 

Hydrogen could be cost-competitive with gasoline if 
refueling stations were mass-produced, according to a 
study conducted by Ford. That mass production would 
require new factory jobs. And the hydrogen would be 
produced on-site, so managers would need an entirely 
different set of skills than required in today's gas stations, 
which are mainly retail operations.



TYLKO ODE MNIE ZALEŻY CZY 
OSIĄGNĘ SUKCES

ŻEBY WYGRAĆ MUSISZ BIEC NIE 
KROCZYĆ

WSZYSCY MAMY TE SAME SZANSE

WALNIJ SIĘ SAM, ZANIM CIEBIE WALNĄ

ZATRZYMAJ SIĘ I POMYŚL



Czyli zawody które nie zginą 

Politycy
Prostytutki
Pracownicy zakładów pogrzebowych
Poborcy podatkowi 
Fryzjerzy
Artyści
Przywódcy religijni
Przestępcy 
Rodzice – opiekunowie
Żołnierze


